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Website: http://popelawrence.com

Preface note:  We realize that beyond certain specific references to the pandemic, that many of 

the questions below will also relate to the crisis in which we find ourselves.

1.Motivation: Why do you choose to run?  

I’m running because I’m extremely concerned about the future of our youth. I want to put 

policies in place that will ensure that all Oakland students, regardless of zip code, receive a high 

quality education in a safe, clean, and welcoming environment that prepares them to compete 

globally and to thrive in an ever changing world.  

2. Qualifications: Please give a brief summary of your background and qualifications for the 

office of school board member. 

My education started at home spending time with my grandparents everyday after school while 

my parents worked. I attended public schools K-12 until I graduated HS.  My very first job as a 

teenager was in retail at a Fotomat booth. I worked on campus and off campus as a waitress until 

I graduated college. I’ve been a coach, a group home counselor, volleyball official, canvasser, 

shoe saleswoman, and a debt collector for a major credit card company.  All experiences which 

led to my current career of 29 years as an educator. I have served on several advisory committees 

and was a  legislative representative for CASCWA.  As an educator I’ve worked at elementary, 

middle, and high school levels as a bilingual-teacher, school counselor, and administrator. My 

accomplishments include: Reduced suspension and expulsion rates by training principals and 

teachers to de-escalate and prevent student behavioral problems. I increased student attendance 

which led to increased instructional time and higher school revenue.  I created policies that 

encouraged dialog and positive relationships between school-staff and families which led to 

increased student engagement. I introduced social and emotional wellbeing programs in schools 

which improved student achievement. I was honored by my peers and the California Department 



of Education for my leadership abilities which has prepared me well for the role I seek. 

Ultimately the goal is to implement systematic changes in OUSD that will increase equity and 

improve our schools for all students. 

3. Programs and Priorities: Elected office provides the opportunity to proactively lead by placing 

new ideas for consideration and development. What do you believe are the main priorities for the 

School Board? 

School board should reflect the values and priorities of our community. Delivering equity to 

OUSD requires that resources are better prioritized to support students, ending the closure of 

public schools and supporting a moratorium on charter schools. These priorities are part of my 

plan to make the district fiscally solvent and will grow resources to improve programs for student 

success. This will allow OUSD to better prioritize creating smaller class sizes, increasing pay for 

teachers and improving services for student learning and wellbeing. My top priorities also 

include:

Improve all school sites. A key function of the school-board is to make sure every school site is 

clean, safe and welcoming for all students. These improvements to school environments are 

essential for the health and well-being of our students, parents, teachers and surrounding 

communities. This will improve OUSD enrollment and will increase revenue that can be used to 

make further improvements.

Better education for our students. We must prepare our students to compete globally and thrive in 

tomorrow’s ever changing world. This means prioritizing student educational needs -- improving 

student literacy, increasing STEAM programs, creating smaller class sizes and providing more 

counseling services to get students into colleges and onto careers. We must create more CTE 

pathways and expand career exploration into our elementary schools to promote student interest 

and readiness for careers. 

Transparency and oversight to school board. Our school district needs leadership that will work 

with our community, bring stakeholders together and be transparent when tough decisions have to 

be made. We must ensurethat our school district resources are used wisely to support student 

learning, safety and success. Improving OUSD requires better management of the budget by 

sustaining and expanding revenue. This can be accomplished by selling and leasing some of 

OUSD’s underutilized properties, increasing enrollment, divesting from police and halting charter 

school expansion. 

Empower our diverse communities. We need leadership to be a voice for people often unheard 

and overlooked. This means working closely with students, teachers and families to address 

specific needs within our community. Our schools must provide better services for students who 

are English learners and expand culturally relevant curriculum. Research shows Ethnic Studies 



plays an important role in the development of students of color and improves academic 

achievement. As a bilingual teacher and school counselor I have seen first hand that when 

students identify with the material they are taught their academic retention increases. We must 

expand Restorative/Transformative Justice programs by investing in counselors and training 

programs for school-staff. Expanding Ethinic Studies and Restorative Justice are necessary steps 

to eradicating implicit bias and institutional racism in our education system. 

4. Handling the Pandemic: In the current crisis, please reflect on the process of reopening schools 

and related issues such as distance learning.

The health and safety of students has always been a main priority in my 29 years of working in 

education. OUSD leadership must work proactively with teacher unions, families, public health 

officials, and our schools sites for a safe, phased reopening. Distant learning should continue, and 

gradually small numbers of students can be allowed to return to schools on a minimum day 

schedule. We need to ensure that students and staff have access to adequate personal protective 

equipment, that our schools have the infrastructure in place to handle in-class learning (when it 

becomes viable), and that the District is ready to implement health and safety procedures should a 

classroom or school site have an outbreak of COVID. Ensuring that OUSD staff are trained in 

procedure and proper handling of equipment and materials is also a critical component. Our 

special needs population should return to schools first given they have the most unique and 

complex needs. Distant learning must be improved with more one-on-one instruction for all 

students and by closing the digital divide. We must ensure every student-household and teacher 

has the necessary technology, computer skills and access to tech-support for effective distant 

learning.  

5. School Evaluation: How do you assess the overall state of the OUSD? Identify successes and 

shortcomings. 

OUSD has adequately established a vision and mission statement that is measurable. There are 

incredible teachers within OUSD and dedicated school staff who effectively serve our students. 

School sites in district 5 have been improved, but most of these improvements have happened 

above 580 and OUSD must focus on improving all public schools.

The most pressing short coming of OUSD has been creating and sustaining a budget that reflects 

Oakland’s progressive values and priorities. This has resulted in large class sizes, high dropout 

rates, poor pay for teachers and school staff, and which decreased student success. We need to 

fully invest in our public schools by retaining quality teachers in Oakland’s school system. For 

too long the Oakland school board has been influenced by outside groups that want to privatize 

the our school system. Making systemic improvements to OUSD begins by electing independent, 



progressive and proactive leaders that are not only rooted in Oakland but dedicated to all students. 

6. Budget: What changes in the OUSD budget would you suggest, especially in light of the 

current economic crisis? Why has the District faced ongoing budgetary problems, identified as 

shortfalls

We must keep the district fiscally solvent to keep programs for student success functioning. This 

can be accomplished by creating a mourtrum on charter schools that have been draining resources 

away from public schools. I support defunding school police and selling underutilized 

administrative property in order to increase and sustain OUSD’s budget. As an administrator and 

school-counselor I supported site programs that have Increased enrollment, improved student 

learning and increased school revenue. I will bring these programs to scale and by making our 

schools safe, clean and welcoming environments we can further expand enrollment in our public 

school that can significantly increase revenue.  These budget solutions will allow OUSD to better 

prioritize creating smaller class sizes, better pay for teachers and improve services for student 

achievement and wellbeing. 

7. Greater Resources: What possible added/ new sources of revenue would you prioritize?

As mentioned above we can reclaim OUSD revenue by creating a moratorium on charter schools, 

defunding Oakland police, and by selling/leasing underutilized administrative properties. We can 

expand the OUSD budget by increasing enrollment by improving our Oakland public schools.

8. School Properties: What are your thoughts on maintaining current District sites/ properties, 

including their possible sale?

OUSD is one of the largest property owners in Oakland and vacant district properties have cost 

millions of dollars to maintain. OUSD should sell and lease underutilized administrative 

properties. OUSD’s fancy downtown office building is unnecessary and should either be leased or 

sold by the district in order to keep public schools open. My 29 years experience in public 

education has given me the experience necessary to bring proactive leadership and real solutions 

to the School Board that will deal with this property issue head on. 

9. Colocations: What is your evaluation of collocation of public and charter schools?

I am not a fan of sharing the sites.  Colocation of charter schools and traditional public schools 

has been a detriment for public education. This is particularly a problem at Oakland’s Fremont 

High School in District 5 where colocation has diverted resources away from the traditional 



public school. 

10. Charter Schools: What is your general view of OUSD policy on charter schools? Do you 

favor a moratorium on charters? Do you distinguish between different types of charters?

If elected I will champion public schools and I will strongly oppose the privatization of our 

school system. When it comes to charter schools, some perform highly and meet the needs of our 

diverse community. In my district 40% of the students are attending charters. However, too many 

charter schools have failed to live up to their promise, they are underperforming and have left 

high needs students behind. Charter schools have drained resources away from traditional public 

schools and this has led to the permanent closure of public schools. If elected I will vote to stop 

the permanent closure of public schools, support a moratorium on charter schools, and create 

budget solutions that increase resources for traditional public schools.  What I’ve been told by 

parents that have their students in charters currently is that they want “good, safe” schools.  I will 

promote inviting those families to revisit or consider their local traditional school again once new 

provisions have been added to improve the safety and quality of education in all schools.  

11. Discipline: What are your thoughts on the current OUSD policy on suspensions? What role do 

you see for restorative justice programs?

In two districts, I was the facilitator for expulsion hearings, so I am speaking from experience as 

well as educational research when it comes to whether traditional disciplinary practices that 

include punitive consequences are effective.  It is a direct line to prison because there is no effort 

to address the underlying problem that caused the student to behave the way that they did. The 

myth that armed police on our school campuses keeps students safe and deter criminal activity is 

false.  However, we do need to have access and a quick response from police when needed for 

criminal activity that may occur on campus such as weapons or extreme physical violence.  The 

harsh reality is that on any given day, there is criminal activity that needs to be addressed not only 

by counselors and other trained support staff, but also by the community at large in conjunction 

with  non-profit groups that can serve as mentors to our youth.  I am a strong supporter of 

restorative justice programs and would support funding to keep trained staff in all schools.  I 

would also support more peer RJ work at sites as I’ve witnessed both 1 to 1 and group RJ run by 

peers and found it extremely effective.

12. Truancy and Drop Outs: What ideas do you have for dealing with truancy and with drop outs? 

Post COVID 19, this is a very difficult question to answer since it is new.  As a current school 

counselor who facilitated the COST team at my school last spring, building a connection with the 



student and family is paramount during this time.  Teachers are the students’ first contact, so they 

will have to reduce their instructional time significantly in order to build relationships with 

students.  Student engagement is the job of all of the community stakeholders and in my 

experience I’ve found that multiple resources have to be available to deal with truants because the 

reasons for truancy vary so much from family to family.  If we do not want students to Drop Out, 

we have to make ethnic studies and CTE skill development mandatory starting in ES.  We also 

need to look at our retention policy as many students drop out because they can’t read and keep 

up with their peers.  

13. Central Office Resources: How do you see the allocations for central office funding and 

resources for school sites? 

From what I could tell, OUSD could benefit from reviewing and re-prioritizing their leadership at 

the Central Office to better align with the site needs.  Although there were some drastic cuts 

made, more need to be made so that more support could go directly to the sites..  

14. Community Schools: What are your views on the potential of community schools and what 

resources would be required? 

If there is still federal funding available for community schools, I would be in favor of supporting 

them as I have  found them to be extremely powerful.  Everything that the students and families 

needed were at the school such as health care, tutoring support after school, mental health 

counseling, and meals.  I have witnessed first hand how having these resources available have 

positively impacted many students ability to access their education.

15. School Day Learning Environment: What are your thoughts on the length of the school day 

and class size reduction (both in this crisis period and beyond)?  

Initially, I was in favor of starting the school year after Labor Day but now that it has begun for 

most districts, a hybrid approach is the smartest at this point.  Safety for all involved is the most 

important thing so I am in favor of shorter school days with reduced class sizes.  I think it has to 

be a combination of whole group direct instruction as well as 1 on 1 individually scheduled time 

so that students with various learning needs can get the support that they may need.

16. Vocational Education/ Electives: What do you see as the future of vocational education in 

OUSD? How would you strengthen electives curriculum? 

I am super passionate about this topic because for 10 years I was a middle school elective teacher.  



I also worked at the Eden Area ROP for 3 years so I know first hand the benefits and importance 

of having a robust electives and CTE program (used to be vocational ed.) to keep students 

engaged.  It’s also so important for their social emotional development, which educational 

research tells us that lack of engagement and interest in the curriculum is why students drop out 

or don’t pursue post graduate education.

17. Labor: How do you view the relationship between OUSD and its unionized bargaining units, 

especially in this time of crisis?

I am pro-union and will be an ally of OEA if elected to School Board. For too long OUSD has 

been at odds with teachers and organized labor. I have a proven track record of building 

collaborative partnerships between teachers, school staff and administrators. I supported OEA’s 

reopening demands during their negotiations with OUSD for increased teacher preparation and 

wellness time, improved safety protocol and access to PPE. I also supported the teacher's strike 

for better pay and better services for students. If elected I will work closely with OEA and other 

organized labor groups to improve Oakland’s education system and to ensure better working 

conditions.

18. City/OUSD Relations: How should the city of Oakland support OUSD and other youth related 

programs?

We need stronger partnerships between the City of Oakland, transit agencies, non-profit 

organizations and OUSD to improve education in Oakland. This presents opportunities to expand 

summer and afterschool recreation programs, academic support resources and social and 

emotional wellbeing services. There are incredible youth services in Oakland but we need better 

leadership to create organizational infrastructure to connect families and youth with local 

resources.  

19. Accountability: How do you see yourself as accountable to the people of Oakland and how 

might this relate to your dealings with the District Superintendent and staff?

I will bring leadership to OUSD that will work with our community, bring stakeholders together 

and be transparent when tough decisions have to be made. I will play an active role in our schools 

and our neighborhoods to work with students, families, teachers and residents to build a school 

district that works for everyone. I am an independent leader who is deeply rooted in Oakland and 

our public schools, and will continue being the champion for public education that our students 

deserve. 



20. Campaign Finance: Would you accept corporate/foundation funding in your campaign, 

especially from groups supporting charter schools? How much do you hope to raise? 

No, I will not accept any corporate funding. I’m proud that my campaign is free from corporate-

cash and special interest money from pro-charter school groups. I hope to raise at least $50,000 to 

be viable in this race.

21. Money in Politics: Would you support amending the US Constitution to end unlimited 

corporate funding rights and get big money out of politics?

Yes, I am strongly in favor of this. This would be particularly beneficial for Oakland School 

Board elections. Public records show that special interest groups have dumped hundreds of 

thousands of dollars into Oakland school board races to elect candidates who don’t share our 

progressive values or vision for public education. Some of these groups include GO-Public 

Schools and the California Charter School Association (these groups have been funded in part by 

the Walton Family Foundation and Michael Bloomberg), and I have pledged to never accept their 

support. I have declined meetings with GO and won’t participate in their endorsement process.  

Instead, my campaign is people-powered and I’m focused on building a coalition of parents, 

teachers, organized labor and the rest of our community members. I’m an independent leader 

who’s deeply rooted in Oakland and our public schools, and will continue being the champion for 

public education that our students deserve. 

22. Endorsements: Who has endorsed you so far and by whom do you expect to be endorsed? 

Whom are you endorsing? 

Incumbent Rosie Torres, Director District 6 Shanthi Gonzalez, Black Young Democrats of the 

East Bay, have endorsed me. I’m endorsing Sam Davis in D1, and Kristina Molina D7. I am 

proud to stand with these raising progressive leaders who will champion our progressive values 

and priorities for OUSD.

23. Closing Question: Is there anything else you wish to add?

I know my 29 years of experience in education, as a bilingual teacher, school counselor and an 

administrator has prepared me to serve on the Oakland School Board. I have created school 

policies that increased school funding, reduced suspension rates that disproportionately hurt 

students of color and created career pathways for students. I have great respect for the Green 

Party of Alameda County for being a progressive voice and leader in our community. I urge you 

to support my campaign and other progressive, viable candidates for school board because there 



is so much at stake this year for our schools. Together we can improve our public schools and that 

begins by uniting behind progressive candidates for the Oakland School Board. Please endorse 

me, Sheila Pope-Lawrence as your 1st choice for OUSD Board of Directors, District 5. 


